Introduction

Tunnel Boring
Construction Method

The Shatin to Central Link (SCL) traverses the developed urban
areas across the territory with most of its tunnels and stations
being constructed underground. Its works include excavation of
railway tunnels, pedestrian subways and underground stations
(Kai Tak, To Kwa Wan, Ma Tau Wai and Exhibition), building of
viaducts and an elevated station (Hin Keng), as well as extending
the existing Hung Hom and Diamond Hill stations and stabling
sidings. The construction method will vary with the local geology
and environment, road traffic, dimension of the tunnel and works
programme. Some portions of the SCL tunnels will be constructed
by Tunnel Boring Machines, the cross-harbour tunnel across
Victoria Harbour will be built by using an Immersed Tube Tunnel,
while the others will be constructed by methods like Cut and Cover
or Drill and Blast.

How does the TBM construct
tunnels
Prior to the tunnel construction, parts of the TBM are
transferred underground at the launching shaft constructed at
the starting point of the tunnel. The machine is assembled in
the launching shaft. As it bores, the TBM continually installs
the precast segmental lining to make a permanent tunnel
wall. At the same time, it transports the excavated materials to
the back of the machine where it is transported to the ground
surface via the launching shaft.
Upon the completion of tunnel construction, the TBM will
be disassembled in the retrieval shaft at the tunnel end and
repaired for re-use.
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• To ensure the tunnelling works will
not impact the structural safety of the
buildings in the vicinity, monitoring
points are installed at the buildings and
on the road surface along the alignment
prior to the commencement of works.
This allows for 24-hour real time
monitoring to be carried out as the TBM
bores through.
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Names of TBMs
Traditionally, a TBM will be named after a lady
to bring good luck for the project ahead. The
name should reflect its mission and be easy
to remember. The TBMs used for the tunnel
construction of Express Rail Link and the West
Island Line are called “Zhao-jun”, “Fanli-hua”,
“Soeng-ngo”, “Iron Lady” and “Xi-shi”.
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What is a TBM?

2. Assemble the TBM in the launching shaft

The Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) is a huge
machine specially designed for building tunnels.
With a large rotating steel cutterhead at the
front of the shield, a TBM can build tunnels
through soil, rock or a mixture of both. This multifunctional construction tool can excavate and
remove excavated materials, and at the same
time install the permanent reinforced concrete
lining of the tunnel as it progresses.
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The benefits of using a TBM
The TBM is one of the most effective
methods widely used internationally for
tunnel construction. Tunnel sections of the
Kowloon Southern Link, Lok Ma Chau Spur
Line and West Rail Line were constructed
by TBMs. Compared with the other
construction methods, using a TBM has the
following advantages:
• The construction takes place entirely
underground, which effectively reduces
noise, dust and vibration. Also, less surface
areas are used during the construction
which significantly helps minimise the
impact to the environment, community and
traffic.
Tunnel Boring Machine
immediately installs the
precast segment to make
a permanent tunnel wall

• It is a highly efficient construction method
installing precast segments to form the
permanent tunnel lining simultaneously
while boring.
• Installing the permanent tunnel lining
simultaneously reduces the risk of
settlement and maintains the structural
safety of buildings in the vicinity.
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SCL Tunnel sections to be
constructed by TBMs
• Between Ma Chai Hang Playground
and Kai Tak Development Area via
Diamond Hill Station
• Between To Kwa Wan Station and Ho
Man Tin Station via Ma Tau Wai Station  
• Between Causeway Bay Police
Officers' Club and Exhibition Station
• Between Convention Avenue and
Admiralty Station

Inside the TBM
A TBM is like a small size factory.
Apart from the cutterhead and shield,
it is equipped with a string of trailers
where you can find the control room,
electronic panels, hydraulic pumps,
air compressors, grouting pumps
and forests of pipes and cables.
Engineers control and monitor
the operation of the TBM in
the control room.

Contact us
Shatin to Central Link Information Centre
Address: Shop No. 30A, Chi Kiang Street, To Kwa Wan,
Kowloon (I-Feng Mansion)
Phone no.: 2334 2201
Office Hours: Mondays to Fridays, 2:00pm – 6:00pm
Saturdays, 10:00am – 1:00pm
Closed on Sundays and public holidays

MTR Projects Hotline:

2993 3333

MTR Projects Hotline Office Hours:
Mondays to Fridays, 8:30am - 6:00pm
Saturdays, 8:30am - 1:00pm
Calls will be connected to a voice mailbox when the
lines are busy or after office hours. Please leave your
message and we will contact you as soon as possible.
For more information, please visit

www.mtr-shatincentrallink.hk

